
Money and power for satanic destruction 

This is a simple overview of what is going on in the world today, what the basis of it is and 
how this plan is being worked out through powerful men in controlling the world. Many 
aspects of this have been worked out in more detail in papers such as, the ‘Depths of 
deception’ or ‘Expressions of the satanic purpose’, but here I want to give a concise global 
overview of events and their causes. 

Introductory principles 

None of these principles are denied by sound Bible scholars and, indeed, most believers. 

The devil hates God and all the things of God 
The devil hates God’s attributes and is the reverse of those attributes. Thus the devil is a 
liar when God is the truth;1 the devil is the ‘evil one’ while God is holy;2 the devil brings 
death whereas God brings life;3 and so on. 

The devil hates the offspring of God 
Thus Satan makes war on the saints and is our perpetual enemy.4 He is the enemy of the 
faith, the accuser of the brethren, and the roaring lion seeking someone to devour.5 

The devil is consumed with hatred for believers because they are the true sons of God in 
Christ and have been given authority to judge angels,6 which is what Satan is. For the 
created spirit being, Satan, who aspired to rule heaven and rebelled against God, to be 
placed under men formed from dust, is for him the most monstrous of insults. 

Driven mad by his rage, Satan actually thinks that he has a chance of winning against God 
and so pursues his strategy against God’s children on earth with ferocity. 

The devil will consume and destroy everything in order to achieve his goal 
Since he is insane, he will stop at nothing to try to overthrow all that God has created. He 
needs the world in order to have a habitation, having been thrown out of heaven long ago.7 
He needs men in order to express himself since he is an immaterial spirit. Indeed, he wants 
to usurp man, made in the image of God, and turn mankind into the image of himself. 

So, with these provisos (he needs the world and he needs men) he is prepared to ruin 
anything necessary to achieve these goals of sovereignty over man’s creations, of the 
natural world and mankind. 

This means that he cares little about destroying most of the natural world or even most of 
mankind. If he can end up with an impoverished world inhabited by a few million people 
who are all submitted to him and the church is fully destroyed, he will be happy. That is his 
goal, a world fully submitted to him and not God with all traces of the church destroyed. If 

                                                   
1 Jn 8:44; Ps 31:5. 
2 Matt 6:13; Ps 71:22. 
3 Heb 2:14; 1 Jn 5:11-12. 
4 Rev 13:7; Lk 10:19. 
5 Rev 12:10; 1 Pt 5:8. 
6 1 Cor 6:3. 
7 Rev 12:9. 
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this results in the deaths of billions of people and the destruction of much of the world’s 
habitat, he cares nothing at all. 

The devil has been restricted for centuries 
Satan’s aims are so evil and destructive that God restrained him from going too far for 
centuries.8 He tried to establish his world order through a variety of world empires (really 
regional empires) from time to time. Examples would be the Assyrian Empire, the Persian 
Empire, the Greek Empire and the Roman Empire (which are highlighted by Scripture). 
There were also many smaller empires in the last 5,000 years: various empire dynasties in 
China, Mongolia, Egypt, the Near East,9 Babylonia, Eastern Europe, Africa, the Americas 
and so on. Shaka Zulu had a bigger empire in Zululand in the 19th century than Alexander 
the Great. 

Every time the influence of Satan became too great in these empires, God put the brakes on 
and they suddenly faded away, either by war or internal decay. Each time Satan had to 
start again and by being restrained was unable to create a world empire under his 
sovereignty. 

At the end the restraint is loosed 
In the timing and sovereignty of God, there comes a time when the restraint on Satan is 
withdrawn and he is allowed to gather his global totalitarian empire under the proxy of a 
man, or a system of men.10 

When this occurs, the rage of Satan is intense since he knows that his time is short.11 He 
knows this because he understands the Scriptures even though he seeks to overthrow 
them.12 

The divine purpose of this loosening 
Satan thinks that his time has come, but in reality God is allowing the sinfulness of man to 
reach its peak under the control of the being that started man’s sinful decline in the first 
place. Mankind comes to the fulness of its sin, Satan comes to the fulness of his rebellion, 
and then God will bring the harvest of judgment and reap all sinners for condemnation. 

The purpose of God is then fulfilled by gathering the elect from all corners of the earth and 
from all time periods to settle them back on a restored and renewed earth where heaven 
and earth meet in harmony.13 God will then dwell with men through Christ for eternity.14 

Satan, and all his human followers who ignored the truth of the Gospel, are sentenced to 
the Lake of Fire, which is an eternal hell full of condemnation and torment.15 

The satanic working in the time of loosening 
As a spirit being, Satan has to work through men to change things on the earth; thus Satan 
has always had agents that work for him to achieve his goals. While Satan can lead all types 
of men through temptation and lusts, there are always those who give themselves over to 

                                                   
8 Rev 20:1-6. 
9 Such as the Hittite Empire. 
10 Rev 20:7-8. 
11 Rev 12:12. 
12 Note the devil’s use of Scripture in trying to tempt Christ. 
13 2 Thess 2:1; 2 Pt 3:13. 
14 Rev 21:3. 
15 Rev 19:20, 20:10-15, 21:8. 
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serve Satan in a fuller capacity. Some of these are servants in a religious sense, Satanists 
and devil worshippers (through one system or another);16 but many others are fully paid 
up servants of Satan who are not religious at all. These are politicians and commercial 
controllers who serve Satan through their machinations, but are less worshippers of Satan 
than seekers after power and money. Those with vast money and power in the world today 
are most often those who are serving the purposes of Satan. 

Thus the Bible gives us many descriptions of the time at the end when certain characterises 
reign in society. 

Key events in this time of loosening 
Without long discussion, I will simply list items. 

• The gathering of humanity into a single, global world empire under Satan. 

• The control of this empire is under the man of sin, the man of lawlessness.17 We can 
debate whether this is a single individual (the Antichrist) or mankind as a corporate 
entity (man considered as the temple of God indwelt by Satan). 

• There is a secular rule of this empire under a despotic system of control and also a 
religious arm presided over by a false prophet.18 

• The empire will provide stability after a time of upheaval19 followed by unrestrained 
hedonism, affluence, greed and wickedness. It is a time of great commercial activity.20 

• In the early part of the loosening, the church finally succeeds in preaching the Gospel to 
all mankind. Every part of the world has a Gospel witness in some form.21 

• Yet, at the same time, the church is plagued by a massive injection of deception and 
many fall away. As the devil rises in his expression in the world, the church apostatises 
on an unprecedented level.22 

• Also during the early part of this loosening, ungodliness in society in general reaches a 
climax.23 Moral factors long considered as fundamental ethical issues are overturned in 
a formal way by governments. 

• The true church is then ruthlessly persecuted while a formal false church is sponsored 
by the world government.24 Over time, the false church is coerced into worshipping 
Satan through deception.25 

 
When is this loosening? 
Now many think that the period of development towards a global government is rapid and 
that its control lasts for only a few years, some say seven others say 3½, but there is no 
scriptural warrant for his. Indeed, the Dispensational form of this is recent, having only 

                                                   
16 For example witchcraft, Black Magic, Freemasonry, Luciferianism, false religions etc. 
17 2 Thess 2:3, 8-10. 
18 Rev 13. 11ff;  16:13, 19:20, 20:10. 
19 1 Thess 5:3. 
20 Rev 17:5, 18:2-3, 10-14. 
21 Matt 24:14. 
22 Matt 24:11; 2 Thess 2:3; 1 Tim 4:1; 2 Tim 4:3-4. 
23 Matt 24:12; 2 Tim 3:1-5. 
24 Matt 24:9 
25 Rev 13:12. 
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existed since around 1830 onwards and this has become the majority Protestant view 
through the activity of Satan by human proxies.26  

Scripture does not affirm this rapidity at all; in fact, it emphasises that the principles of the 
Antichrist were already existent in the time of the apostles. I have made the case that the 
time of loosening is seen from when its fruits are evidenced in the world, and a good case 
can be made that this occurred in the mid-19th century.27 It was after this that technology 
accelerated rapidly, world wars began, global developments were initiated and the church 
began to be savagely attacked by Liberalism, Modernism, Secularism, Humanism and a 
multitude of false teachings, followed by massive sectarianism and a falling away. 

I personally have no doubt that we have been in the time of loosening, and its massive 
degeneration of society and the church, for over a hundred years. 

The upshot 
If this is true, then we should have been seeing all sorts of confirmation of the satanising of 
the church and the world for decades. I maintain that we are seeing exactly this, and it gets 
worse every day. 

The reason for the apostasy in the church, the decline of Christian principles in western 
society, the legalisation of sin, the corruption of ethics, the breakdown of institutions like 
marriage, the evil global manipulation of commerce, politics and the media, is all due to 
the increasing influence of Satan during his period of loosening. 

Christians need to understand this and study the Biblical teaching on this subject so that 
they can be prepared for the future. This is only the beginning. 

******************* 

In the rest of this paper I am going to itemise some of the manifestations of this growing 
iniquity in the world. The purpose of this is to make you aware of what is really going on 
around you so that you can keep yourself free of sin and corruption. 

I will not say much about the apostasy of the church, which is a big part of this story, since 
I have done that recently in many other papers. I believe that my readers will already 
understand this.28 

The servants of Satan today 

Satanists 
Satan can only actively work through men who either deliberately serve his aims or serve 
him out of selfish ambition. [He passively works through people that serve him in 
ignorance.] 

The elite figures that really run society comprise both forms. Many at the very top are out-
and-out Satan worshippers. Some are pure Satanists who are steeped in Black Magic and 

                                                   
26 See ‘Depths of Deception’ for details. Elite bankers and corporate interests funded the rise of 
Dispensationalism for strategic elite purposes (one being to foist an acceptance of modern Jews as being the 
people of God when most are not even Semitic). 
27 See my paper: ‘Are we in the end time tribulation?’ 
28 For new readers, see my papers: ‘The Charismatic Movt. is a failure’; ‘Current background theology’, 
‘Current theological problems explained simply’, ‘Evaluation of modern church problems’, ‘When churches 
become pagan’. 
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occultism, while many others are Luciferians; often working behind the scenes within 
another religion. For example many controlling figures within Roman Catholicism (the 
pope is merely a figurehead) are Luciferians posing as ‘Christian’ Catholics. Luciferianism 
is also the fundamental basis of many Jewish religious forms.29 

The levels of intensity of elite Satanism vary. Freemasons (who dominate the British 
establishment) ignorantly submit to rites developed by past Satanists, such as Albert Pike. 
Most at the lower levels do not even know this and some claim to be Christians. Some 
follow Satan in ignorance claiming that they are motivated by good, such as Wiccans, 
spiritualists, mediums or white magicians. Some leaders have just followed their intense 
ambitions for power, money and control but in doing so have greatly supported the satanic 
agenda. Yet others are actively involved in Satan worship, satanic rituals and even child 
sacrifice. There is a great deal of testimony and evidence that elite paedophilia (which is 
rampant and hidden by governments) sometimes includes ritual murder. In addition there 
are various churches of Satan and followers of Black Magic. 

Therefore, one aspect of the service of Satan today comes in the form of Satanists of 
various sorts. 

The rich 0.1% 
The trend of banking, financial institutions and western government policy in recent 
decades has been to make the rich vastly richer, to make the poor significantly poorer and 
to make the middle class have less influence, less power and less wealth. Multiple statistics 
prove that the top 1% of society in America and Britain have become much richer while the 
top 0.1% have become immensely wealthy.  

Example: Britain 
The ‘Trickle-Down Effect’ has been proved to be a fat lie and reducing taxes for the rich 
actually results in a trickle-up effect. Take British government policy since the Tories 
gained power in 2010. Taxes for the rich were reduced; tax loopholes for global companies 
were left to stand (so that huge rich firms pay effectively a smaller tax percentage than a 
working man); virtually interest-free credit was made available for banks and 
entrepreneurs to speculate, mainly with property; while the middle class and the working 
poor were subjected to extreme austerity measures and those on benefits had their income 
reduced.  

What was the result? The near collapse of Britain’s infrastructure and the doubling of the 
national debt. The NHS is at breaking point due to starvation of cash by the government 
since 2010. Borough councils have been so savagely cut that multiple council services have 
been axed. Social care is falling apart; the death rate has risen; suicide numbers are 
through the roof; mental health services are at rock bottom; facilities for the aged have 
fallen apart; care homes have closed while even libraries and road crossing patrols have 
vanished. Rents are through the roof and young people have no chance of buying a house 
for the first time ever. Students start their working lives with up to £40,000 in debts. We 
could go on. 

While the country is approaching ruin the signs of wealth are everywhere. The rich are 
buying up property all over London where Londoners are leaving in a vast Exodus, unable 
to afford housing. Former council housing estates are being bulldozed so that expensive 
apartment blocks can be built for the rich. All over London houses are being renovated 
with massive basement excavations to enable the rich to have indoor swimming pools, 

                                                   
29 See ‘Depths of Deception’. 
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gyms, saunas and recreation rooms. Some areas have been semi-permanent building sites 
as a result for years, causing local mayhem. Chelsea and Mayfair are riddled with 
expensive supercars sporting their power up and down residential streets, roaring and 
spoiling the air. Global corporations publish huge profits while at the same time paying 
hardly any tax. Again, we could go on. 

The signs of wealth are limited to the tiny minority at the top of society and these signs are 
flaunted in the face of the very poor and the struggling majority of society. 

This change of widening the wealth gap and reducing social mobility has been a deliberate 
plan of the elite, which I will discuss shortly in the section on feudalism. It is a specific plan 
of the devil that forms part of his overall strategy that leads to world domination. He wants 
the rich 0.1% to be beholden to him while he wants the vast majority crushed and unable to 
resist social changes. Well, what does God’s word say: 

Woe to you who are rich. Lk 6:24 

But those who desire to be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and 
harmful lusts which drown men in destruction and perdition. The love of money is a root of all 
kinds of evil. 1 Tim 6:9-10 

Do not the rich oppress you. Jm 2:6 

Come now, you rich, weep and howl for your miseries that are coming upon you! Your riches are 
corrupted, and your garments are moth-eaten. Your gold and silver are corroded, and their 
corrosion will be a witness against you and will eat your flesh like fire. You have heaped up 
treasure in the last days. Jm 5:1-3 

 
Seekers of power 
Countless politicians in league with the satanic plans are paid up members of one or 
another secret society that is Luciferian at root, but in reality these men are not dominated 
by worship of Satan but on gaining personal power and money. It is the pursuit of power 
and money that dominates most politicians. Some historians have written books showing 
that world history is the working of men in pursuit of money and power.30 Once greedy 
people have gained all the money they could ever want, the next step to satisfy their self-
centred lust is to centre upon gaining power and control which at root is a desire to be god-
like. 

The Luciferian people at the heart of the core elite are actually focused upon the idea of 
self-divinity. Their corrupt arrogance and lust for power is so severe that they think they 
can become gods, or at least do the work of god. 

An example 
An example of this is Bill Gates; perhaps at first he was just an unscrupulous nerd31 
pursuing technical goals. As he gained a fast-rising commercial enterprise that took over 
the world (Microsoft Inc.) he became fabulously rich and is now the supposedly richest 
man in America worth scores of billions.32 In typical elite fashion Gates poses as a 
humanitarian for the outside world, making mission statements regarding ethical goals of 
his charity foundations, with much publicity regarding his donations. In fact his donations 

                                                   
30 See William D Cohan, ‘Money and Power’; or Philippe Gigantes, ‘Power and Greed’ for example. 
31 Not in a derisive sense here, it equates to geek or anorak fixated on one task, such as computing.  
32 In fact there are elite figures in the US that are even richer but they do not publish their wealth or flaunt it; 
they hide it through multiple companies and banking systems. For example the Rothschild and Rockefeller 
families are worth more than Gates. 
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amount to about 5% of his wealth (so not even noticeable to his fortune). Yet his huge 
investments in elite corporations that severely damage the environment and human health 
demonstrate where his heart really lies.33 Furthermore his grants to media corporations 
(such as ABC, the BBC, the Guardian, the Telegraph, and many others) seem like bribes to 
gain good publicity. 

This is the truth about Gate’s investments: 

Bill Gate’s foundation ethics Bill Gate’s funding and investment programmes 

  
To improve nutrition standards and provide better foods for 
women and children. 

Coca Cola ($2.2bn), MacDonalds, Pepsico, Burger King, Yum 
(KFC), Pizza Hut. 

Provide better foods from more efficient farming. Monsanto. 
Free market enterprise. Walmart (which is destroying small family businesses in the US). 
Policies to combat climate change. Exon Mobil, BP, Esso, ArchCoal. ConocoPhilips, Devon. 
  

 

The morals behind Gate’s funding are truly worthy of the elite. Gates believes in radically 
lowering the population of the world and is funding methods of population control.34 His 
methods have included an illegal vaccination programme in India where children were 
tested with illegal vaccines and 47.500 ended up paralysed.35 He has publicly stated that 
birth controls (inc. abortion) and health enterprises (vaccinations) could lower the world 
population by 10-15%; i.e. a removal of 1 billion people.36 

Gates’ father, William H Gates Sr., was the former head of the eugenics group ‘Planned 
Parenthood’. The founder of this group was Margaret Sanger, who was the most extreme 
racist and eugenics fanatic. Just one of her quotes is that she wanted to exterminate the 
entire Negro population. Gates’ father funded abortions and Bill Gates has stated that he 
looked up to his father as his inspiration; thus his affirmation that population control is his 
chief priority, which he likens to being god-like. Referring to his work atheist Gates once 
said, ‘I have no use for money. This is God’s work’.37 

Elite figures 
In general the main figures comprising the elite are those at the top of the crucial 
industries that have global significance:  

• Central banks (e.g. the Federal Reserve, Bundesbank or the Bank of England). 

• Large independent banks (the big banks too big to fail; e.g. Goldman Sachs or JP 
Morgan Chase). 

• Top financial institutions (e.g. Wall Street, the City of London). 

• Central media organisations. 

• The military research and defence corporations. 

• International commercial cabals. 

                                                   
33 True Activist, Brianna Acuesta, ‘Bill Gates invests billions in companies causing problems his foundation is 
supposed to be solving’, 17 February 2016. 
34 Natural Society, Christina Sarich, ‘Big owner of Monsanto shares: does Bill Gates want population 
control?’, 18 May 2014. 
35 Natural Society, Christina Sarich, ‘Bill Gates faces trial in India for illegally testing tribal children with 
vaccines’, 13 October 2014. The Refusers, ’47,500 paralysis cases after polio vaccine - Deccan Chronicle’, 16 
April 2012.  
36 YouTube speech of Gates, ‘Bill Gates admits vaccines are used for human depopulation’ 28 February 2010. 
37 The Telegraph, Neil Tweedie, ‘Bill Gates interview’, 18 January 2013. 
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• Intercontinental financial structures (e.g. the World Bank, the ECB, the IMF). 

• The pharmaceutical industry. 

• The chemical industries (e.g. Bayer) 

• Agro business (e.g. Monsanto). 

• Top politicians. 

• Top political aids and advisors (such as Henry Kissinger). 

• Leading thinkers. 
 
And so on. In reality there are many links between all these centres. Most of the global 
businesses are owned by a very few people at the head of umbrella corporations. 

The chief motivation of such leaders is not the welfare of ordinary people but the aims of 
the elite. In reality, they work together for the goals of the elite. 

Example: Barak Obama 
Gullible liberal people who only look at the superficial mainstream media portray Obama 
as a democratic, liberal, intelligent, peaceful, good person in the footsteps of JF Kennedy. 
In fact, Obama is probably the worst president in US history and a very evil man. This is 
exactly how satanic manipulation works; publish a media spin on how great a president is 
when he is really pursuing a satanic agenda full tilt. 

When presidential hopeful Donald Trump avers that Obama is a terrible president with an 
appalling history, he is completely correct. However, the media never stops vilifying 
Trump,38 because he is a maverick outside the control of the Washington establishment, 
while lauding Obama. The elite even ensured that Obama was given a Nobel peace prize in 
2009, despite being a vicious warmonger, to help seal the false picture fed to the voters. 

On every measure Obama is a complete failure, a liar, a war criminal and guilty of eroding 
the liberties of Americans. He has presided over an appalling decline in the US economy 
that is threatening to completely collapse at any minute. His Obama-care program (as 
predicted) has worsened the medical provision of citizens and doubled the cost of health 
insurance for the middle class. He has pursued despotic civil programmes against US 
citizens just as much as GW Bush. He failed to fulfil his pre-election promises, such as 
closing down Guantanamo or not taking America into any unnecessary military incursions. 
He has engaged in multiple pre-emptive wars, coups, rebellions and actively destabilised 
entire countries.39 He has sold unbelievable amounts of weapons to all sorts of rogue states 
and has armed jihadi Islamists, including IS. He has persecuted truth-tellers and 
whistleblowers. He has conducted illegal assassinations in sovereign foreign territory (e.g. 
Osama bin Laden) and increased the use of Predator drones that have killed hundreds of 
innocent civilians in Afghanistan, Yemen, Syria and other places; sometimes killing several 
generations of one family at a wedding. He extraordinarily intervened in the British debate 
regarding leaving the EU advocating that we remain in, and added a threat if we didn’t.  

But lets us just look at some undeniable facts. 

                                                   
38 Recently independent media source ‘We Are Change’ filmed and monitored a Trump rally at Anaheim, 
California. There were hordes of media people present as well as a large-scale police presence, including 
horse-mounted officers. There were a small number of anti-Trump protestors that caused trouble including 
throwing stones, bottles, and violent abuse. The media reported this as Trump followers causing trouble and 
attacking Trump protesters. 
39 E.g. Libya, Ukraine, Syria. 
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• Obama has conducted wars longer than any US president in history,40 despite taking 
office pledging to end the wars created by GW Bush. 

• Obama has facilitated more arms to foreign governments than any other US 
government since WWII. This includes arm sales to corrupt and unstable nations.41 
These sales have fuelled, for example, the instability in the Middle East. This has 
exceeded the amount sold by GW Bush by over $30 billion. One recipient has been 
Saudi Arabia with an appalling human rights record and a key financier for proxy wars 
in the Middle East and Wahabi42 terrorism. In 2010 Obama authorised $90.4 bn arms 
sales to Saudi Arabia. 

• Obama has authorised more targeted oversees assassinations than any other president. 
These attacks have routinely killed innocent men, women and children, including US 
citizens. The most common form of this is by the use of Predator drones.43 Obama 
authorises murder on a weekly basis in foreign countries like Afghanistan, Yemen, 
Somalia and Pakistan. One report states that at least 551 innocent civilians have been 
killed in these attacks; some journalists aver that the figure is much higher. 

• Obama has waged war on truth-tellers.44 Obama has jailed more whistleblowers than 
all previous presidents combined. This is despite his speeches championing the cause of 
transparency in government and admiring whistleblowers. Obama does this by using 
the Espionage Act to press criminal charges against whistleblowers on the basis of 
National Security.45 

 
The point of this example is to show that the picture of this president in the west is one of a 
moral, peaceful, intelligent, decent, democratic president when in fact he is a very wicked 
man pursuing a devilish strategy that has done incredible harm. This is exactly how the 
devil works out his plans in human history; evil is masqueraded as good. 

Elite instruments in general 
The satanic strategy has been to steadily turn the world upside down; to ruin the ethics and 
principles of Christian morals in society and replace them with people in power focused 
upon greed, money, power, who conduct their business in criminal ways. Thus all the top 
echelons of power in the world are run by what Greg Hunter calls, ‘the criminal crony 

class’,46 others would just call them corrupt, wicked people. 

In this system real criminals are given power and rewarded by mega financial institutions 
and corrupt thieves in government. Their purpose is to enrich the top 1% (or less) of 
society and let the rest of the population slowly suffer. This is essentially a return to the 
sort of feudalism that prevailed in the Middle Ages; the top 1% of society is fabulously rich 
while the rest of the nation are serfs who are merely fodder for the rich.  

That this is clearly true is proved by all the statistics of the distribution of wealth over the 
last few decades which demonstrate the increasing wealth of the top 1% and the fabulous 
wealth of the top 0.1% with the increasing poverty of everyone else. The people at the 

                                                   
40 New York Times, Mark Landler, ‘Obama at war longer than any president in history’, 16 May 2016. 
41 Truthout, Owen B McCormack, ‘President Obama’s lesser known legacy: “Arms dealer in chief”’, 13 March 
2016.  
42 Sectarian fundamentalist Islam. 
43 Michael Boyle, ‘Obama’s drone wars and the normalisation of extrajudicial murder’. 
44 Sibel Edmonds, ‘More on Obama’s war against transparency and whistleblowers’, 12 June 2011. 
45 For example, Thomas Drake, Bradley Manning, Jeffrey A Stirling, James Risen, burning Lt. Col. Anthony 
Schaffer’s books (such as censoring ‘Operation Dark Heart’). 
46 See Gregg Hunter, ‘USA Watchdog’ podcasts. 
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bottom just die (note the massive increase in the UK death rate under the last two 
governments and the huge increase in suicides).  

This was clearly demonstrated in the last budget by George Osborne who blatantly gave tax 
advantages to the mega rich whilst depriving the poor and disabled (again). This caused 
DWP Secretary Iain Duncan Smith (himself no saint in damaging the poor and sick) to 
resign from the Cabinet condemning Osborne giving help only to those people who vote 
Tory whilst savagely increasing the suffering of the poor. He also revealed that for years the 
Chancellor had continually put pressure on the DWP to reduce spending, which led to 
savage austerity measures (which are actually counter productive and worsen GDP – which 
is why Osborne doubled the National Debt in four years). 

It simply has to be accepted that the people in power (with possibly a very few exceptions) 
are crooks who are out to feather their own nests financially and strategically. This is very 
obvious in American politics, which is terribly corrupt, but it is also the case everywhere. 
For most people the expenses scandal in Westminster comes to mind, but that is the thin 
end of the wedge.  

One example is that the current Tory government is slowly dismantling the NHS and 
bringing it deliberately to destruction, while at the same time selling off large pieces of the 
NHS to firms which have Tory MPs on their boards. The same MPs that vote for selling off 
parts of the NHS are those who profit from these sales. In practice A&E wards, maternity 
units and whole hospitals are closing and the land sold; specialist units and structural 
aspects of the NHS are also being sold off, while Tory MPs get rich on the sales (including 
the Health Secretary). Yet most people are oblivious to this. 

Governments are thoroughly corrupt and are dancing to the tune played by the global elite. 

Example: The bankers 
According to all the professional, qualified, independent economic commentators the 
people at the head of the big banks are crooks; pure and simple. This has led to the generic 
term ‘banksters’, referring to them being banking gangsters. Evaluating this story would 
comprise several books; all I can do is highlight some features. 

The big banks have been caught in the following crimes, amongst many others: 

• Rigging the Libor47 rate. 

• Rigging the gold rate. 

• Rigging the silver rate. 

• Rigging the Forex48 rate. 

• Rigging the derivatives market. 

• Stealing people’s money and outright fraud. 

• Selling worthless securities. 

• Corrupt ethics. 

• Abuse of selling PPIs. 

• Massively leveraging assets. 

• Insider trading. 

• Ignoring finance regulations and laws. 

                                                   
47 The London Inter-bank offered rate; the basic rate of interest used in lending between banks on the 
London interbank market. 
48 Foreign Exchange. 
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Despite all this (and far, far more that never gets near a court) not one major banker guilty 
of crime has gone to prison. Banks just get fined amounts that may seem a lot but are 
trivial in their scheme of profits. If a poor person steals a few pounds worth of food to 
alleviate his starvation, he will be prosecuted and possibly sent to prison. Bankers steal 
billions and get away Scott-free. 

These are just a few of the fines that have been levied against JP Morgan Chase: 

Victim Fine Ref. 
Arned services members. $35 million. 2011 Annual Report, p297-8. 
Armed services veterans. $659 million. 2013 Annual Report, p194, 331. 
Credit card holders. $1.2 billion. 2012 Annual Report, p318-9. 
Homeowners. $1.96 billion. 2013 Annual Report, p193. 
Madoff victims. $3.054 billion. 2013 Annual Report, p328-9. 
LIBOR victims. $109 million. 2013 Annual Report, pp328. 
Mortgage-backed securities. $4.5 billion. 2013 Annual Report, p79, 193. 
Pension fund investors. $150 million. Bloomberg News, ‘JP Morgan Chse 

settles after pension suit for $150 
million’. 

Great Britain regulators. $48.6 million. 2013 Annual Report, p328. 
   

 

Overall JP Morgan Chase has paid out $28,902,150,000 in fines and settlements in recent 
years. This terrible record alone proves that it is a perennial corrupt and criminal 
organisation. However, it is not alone; all the major banks are corrupt. Remember that it 
was bankers that brought about the last crash in 2008. No major banker went to jail 
(except in Iceland) and poor people were subjected to austerity measures to supposedly fix 
the problem (in fact it worsened the problem). It will be bankers that will precipitate the 
next economic crash, which will come soon and will be the worst in history. 

The aims of the elite 
The overriding objective of the elite is a totalitarian world empire under their control. 
Everything else is subservient to this program, which has been in planning for centuries. 

The reason why this is their chief aim is that it is also the chief plan of Satan. As servants of 
the devil, the elite seek to complete this objective and rule the world. Make no mistake, the 
satanic elite will stop at nothing to rule the world and remake it in their sick image. 

The subsidiary plans of the elite are methods to accomplish their world empire. For 
example: 

• Wars, particularly world wars. 

• World depopulation (they want the final population to be 500 million, i.e. the removal 
of 6 billion people). 

• Control of the global economy, through central banks and stock market manipulation. 

• Focusing wealth in the top 1% of humanity. 

• Weather control (chemtrails, DARPA). 

• Control of all news media. 

• Control of politicians. 

• Control of all forms of entertainment. 

• Control of education. 
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• Control of healthcare systems. 

• Control of food resources (farming, breeding, fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides, 
fishing, processing, production, distribution etc.). 

• Control and distribution of legal and illicit drugs. 

• Control of public mores. 

• Transhumanism.49 
 
These methods are frequently referred to quite openly by elite spokesmen and the basis of 
them is even inscribed in granite on the Georgia Guidestones near Atlanta USA. For details 
on all these with multiple sources see my paper, ‘The Depths of Deception’. 

Centres of the elite 
To control all these things the elite group themselves in certain organisations and secret 
societies. Some powerful elite figures will be on the board of several of these groups. Each 
group is focused on a specific programme and will often direct the policy of national 
presidents and prime ministers.  

Below is a very simplified list. Beneath the main groups there are hundreds of subsidiary 
think tanks and administrative units that work out elite plans. 

Openly known groups 

• Council on Foreign Relations. [Hillary Clinton was quoted as Secretary of State saying 
that the CFR tells the State Dept. what to do.] 

• The Bilderberger Group. 

• The Trilateral Commission. 

• Royal Institute of International Affairs. 
 
Subsidiary arms of known groups 

• The Fabian Society. 

• Common Purpose 

• The Club of Rome. 

• NATO. 

• The UN. 

• Tavistock Institute. 

• Ditchley Foundation. 

• Rockefeller Foundation. 

• National Secret Services (CIA, Mossad, MI5 etc.). 
 
Secret societies 

• Zionism. 

• Committee of 300. 

• The Skull and Bones Society. 

• Pilgrim’s Society. 

                                                   
49 This is part of the elite’s desire to be gods. They are working on technology to defeat ageing and increase 
life spans. Many of the recent films centring on cyborgs are their way of telegraphing this. [Cyborgs are 
people whose physical abilities are extended beyond normal human limitations by electronic or mechanical 
elements built into the body. A pacemaker is a simple example of this.] 
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• Freemasonry. 

• The Knights of Malta. 

• The Club of the Isles. 

• Modern Knights Templar. 
 
For details about these groups and their interconnections, see my paper, ‘The Expression 
of the man of Sin’. 

Example: Zionist control of America and Britain 
Why would America and Britain engage in wars and military excursions that were opposed 
to their national interest? It is because the governments involved are not being run for the 
benefit of national benevolence but for the goals and objectives of radical Zionist Jews. 
Zionists are a small proportion of Jews in general and many Jews, particularly 
disenchanted Israeli Jews, are bitterly opposed to Zionism. Being opposed to Zionism is 
not anti-Semitic but being opposed to the political intrigues of this group of people who 
want to run the world and who use Jews to serve their interests, and regularly sacrifice 
them. 

The lie of anti-Semitism is a tool whereby Zionists controlling nations can shut down any 
criticism that may draw attention to their wicked plans. This is nonsense on several levels. 
Firstly, why focus on Jews that are a tiny proportion of the world’s population? Why not 
other Semites, such as Arabs? Why not other minorities that suffer real persecution, such 
as Gypsies? Why should Jews alone have laws sanctioning criticism? No other race has this 
privilege. Secondly, the vast majority of Jews are not even Semitic.50 Thus anti-Semitism 
laws used for Jews is a supreme irony. Thirdly, truth is truth and this should never be 
censored, no matter whom it offends. The recent furore over Ken Livingstone’s comments 
shows that when the truth is uncomfortable for Zionists the easy way to divert attention is 
to claim, anti-Semitism and racism even when the target is not a racist at all. 

Zionist Jews began to infiltrate British and American governments in the 19th century and 
pursued a slow, stealth programme to get Zionists to the top positions of responsibility and 
power over many decades. Today they dominate the politics of western societies. Yet they 
represent just a tiny fragment of the population; in America this is much less than 2%.51  

Here is a sample of Zionists in America who hold power and use politicians and presidents 
like puppets. 

• From 2008 to 2010 Obama’s Chief of Staff was Rahm Emanuel whose father was an 
Israeli Irgun terrorist. He then became the first Jewish Mayor of Chicago, elected in 
2011 and re-elected in 2015. He previously served as the director of the finance 
committee for Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign in 1992, then he joined the Clinton 
administration as an advisor. He also worked as a banker and was a director for 
Freddie Mac before becoming a congressman for three terms after 2002 representing 
Illinois. 

• Obama’s campaign manager and chief strategist was David Axelrod, becoming a senior 
presidential advisor after Obama’s success. 

• Obama’s financial sponsor was multi-billionaire elite member George Soros. 

• Henry Kissinger was a senior advisor to Obama and many presidents, whom he 
controlled. 

                                                   
50 See ‘Depths of Deception’. 
51 About 2% of the US population are Jews but Zionists are only a small proportion of that figure. 
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• Obama’s economic policy makers were Timothy Geithner (former President of the New 
York Federal Reserve Bank), and Lawrence ‘Larry’ Summers (former Sec. of the 
Treasury for Clinton).  

• Obama’s Director of the Office of Management and Budget was Peter Orszag (former 
CFR fellow, and board member at Citigroup) 

• The chair of the US Federal Reserve was formerly Alan Greenspan (who removed 
financial regulation) and then Ben Bernanke and now Janet Yellen. 

• Controllers of Obama’s policy areas include: Cass Sunstein (Administrator of the White 
House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs) and many other Zionists. 

• Climate change policy is controlled by Carol Browner (former Administrator of the 
Environmental Protective Agency) and Todd Stern (US Special Envoy for Climate 
Change). 

• The Supreme Court is comprised of nine people; four of whom are Zionists. This fact 
alone is a complete travesty of democratic representation. 

 
All these are Zionist Jews, representing less than 1% of the US population. Jews account 
for 50% of US political campaign contributions.52 

Israel receives almost $3 billion a year in direct assistance, despite Israel being a wealthy 
nation on a par with Spain. 

The ‘War on Terror’ was an excuse to initiate multiple strategic actions and draconian laws, 
such as the Patriot Acts and Homeland Security, which are the precursors to a police state. 
This phoney war was predicated upon the 9/11-terror attack. Everything surrounding this 
is filled with Zionists. 

• The World Trade Centre lease was purchased immediately before 9/11 by Larry 
Silverstein and Frank Lowy. It was cheap because necessary asbestos removal and other 
needed improvements would cost billions in maintenance. The demolition (that was 
what it was) removed that problem in minutes enabling a new build. New Yorkers are 
dying in unprecedented numbers from exposure to the carcinogens in the dust. 
Silverstein also wangled multiple insurance policies and came out fabulously rich. 

• Lewis M Eisenberg was the Chairman of the New York Port Authority who facilitated 
the WTC sale. 

• The CIA head that investigated the 9/11 attack was George Tenet. 

• The Patriot Acts was co-authored by Michael Chertoff who became the head of 
Homeland Security. 

• The Pentagon was dominated by arch-hawk Paul Wolfowitz (Deputy Sec. of Defence 
under Bush) and Douglas Feith (Under Sec. of Defence Policy under Bush). The 
comptroller was Dov Zacheim (former Under Sec. of Defence), who admitted the loss of 
2.3 trillion dollars just before the 9/11 attack. The attack on the Pentagon destroyed all 
the evidence of the accounts which was situated exactly where the supposed plane 
crashed (no plane was actually involved and this can be proved by physical evidence). 

• The Neocons that were behind the Bush administration and the ‘War on Terror’ were 
Richard Perle, William Krystol, John Bolton (not a Jew but a Zionist supporter), 
Donald Rumsfeld, and Dick Cheney. 

• The 9/11 Commission Report was written by Philip D Zelikow. The judge who heard the 
cases of the 9/11 family lawsuits was Alvin Hellerstein. He dismissed some cases and 
put others on pending and ruled that the City of New York had immunity. He also ruled 

                                                   
52 Alan Hart, ‘Zionism: the real enemy of the Jews’. 
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against relatives removing bits of bodies in the debris in a landfill site to bury them with 
dignity. 

• The man who coined the phrase ‘Axis of Evil’ is Neocon commentator David Frum, 
speechwriter for GW Bush. 

 
Zionists control Hollywood, the US media (and have done since they controlled the press 
in the 1930s), the education system, organised crime, the drug industry (legal and illegal)53 
and banking.54 

Here is a sample of British politicians that have been committed to Zionist programmes: 

• Tony Blair; possibly the most committed Zionist pawn of all time, though not a Jew. 

• Gordon Brown. 

• David Cameron. 

• Nick Clegg. 

• David Milliband, Zionist Jew. 

• Ed Milliband, Zionist Jew. 

• Peter Mandelson, Zionist Jew. 

• Jack Straw, Zionist Jew. 
 
Here are some heads of the world banking industry. 

• The Chair of the Federal Reserve is Janet Yellen. The President of the New York Fed 
was William Dudley who was a former partner at Goldman Sachs and member of the 
FSB board (see later). 

• Goldman Sachs is a Rothschild organisation chaired by CEO Lloyd Blankfein. 

• The World Bank was headed by a Zionist (currently Jim Yong Kim). 

• The IMF was headed by Zionist Dominique Strauss-Kahn but now by the Zionist 
Christine Lagarde. 

• The ECB is headed by a Zionist. The first president was Wim Duisenberg; it is currently 
led by Mario Draghi. In 2009 he was head of the Financial Stability Board (FSB), part 
of the Bank of International Settlements, that dictates the rules of international central 
banks. Draghi was a former partner at Goldman Sachs. 

• The Governor of the Bank of England is Mark Carney, who worked for Goldman Sachs 
for 13 years. 

 
I need to stop here. The analysis of Zionist control of the world could easily occupy a whole 
encyclopaedia. 

This example merely illustrates that a secret cabal (Zionists) are a centre of elite power that 
really controls America and Britain. It is one aspect of elite control; but a major one. 

This is but one secret society and elite centre of strategy. There are many such groups of 
power and money that are controlling the world. For example ‘Climate Change’ policy is a 
huge determiner of social policy, government strategy, industrial investment, taxation and 
education. It is an elite scam based on lies and run by certain groups, such as a section of 
the UN and key figures in education and media establishments. 

                                                   
53 The largest producer of Ecstasy is Israel. 
54 Dr Kevin Barrett, ‘Veterans Today’, 1500%-too Jewish Supreme Court: “US belongs to Israel”, 1 November 
2012. 
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Examples of elite plans 

There are so many of these that it would require many books to document them all. For 
more details see ‘Depths of Deception’. Remember that the main goal is a global, 
totalitarian, fascist empire controlled by the elite; all subsidiary plans are dominated by 
this one overriding objective and dovetail into it. 

Re-institution of feudalism 
Many are familiar with medieval feudalism. This was the dominant social system in 
medieval Europe, in which the nobility held lands from the Crown in exchange for military 
service, and vassals were tenants of the nobles, while the peasants (villeins or serfs) were 
obliged to live on the lord's land and give him homage, labour, and a share of the produce, 
notionally in exchange for military protection.  

So feudalism is basically a return to a nobility (elite) that owns the land, infrastructure and 
the utilities while the necessary work to keep society going is done by a peasant working 
class that has no rights and no ownership. The working classes live a subsistence life, as 
slaves, while the nobility owns vast riches. 

This is similar to an insect population where there is a top level of privileged citizens that is 
totally supported by the incessant work of a multitude of drones that work themselves to 
death to serve the queen and her offspring. This is how the elite consider you and me – 
mere drones or slaves to do their bidding. Some of their writings (especially Jewish-based 
ones) have stated that the ordinary population is considered as cattle to serve elite plans. 

This may seem extreme but it is actually what is being worked out. This is why all the 
measurements of wealth and goods in society over the last 30 years shows all the wealth, 
money and property being concentrated upon the very rich top <1% of society. Meanwhile 
the lower classes have become stuck in poverty while the previously well off middle classes 
have been so squeezed that they are now burdened with debt and living a quality of life that 
previously applied to working class people. The wealth is moving up society while the debt 
burden and poverty is taking over the majority. 

Take the example of London, an elite capital and the centre of world money.55 Elite 
billionaires have been buying up all the property and institutions and lower level wealthy 
people have bought up much of the property to rent out, helped by Tory government 
initiatives and elite-set virtually zero interest rates. The resultant demand for homes has 
driven rent prices through the roof so that ordinary people, who have lived all their lives in 
London and all their social networks are based there, cannot afford rents. The cheapest 
flats in the poorest areas go for between £1500-2000 a month (simple flats can cost 
£600,000). This means that even a person on a fairly decent wage of £1500 a month 
cannot afford to rent a basic flat. 

In turn this leads to massive squalor and a rise in homelessness. It is thought that over 
300,000 people are homeless in Britain with nothing being done by the government to fix 
it.56 Thus we hear story after story of small houses filled with occupants sharing rooms, 
and even garages and sheds. Houses with one toilet have been found to house twenty or 

                                                   
55 The real controllers of the US Fed. are based in London.  
56 The official figures are hopelessly wrong according to charities. There has been complete lack of 
investment in social homes and indeed government polices have led to social housing firms reducing their 
stock. There is a need for a million council homes to be built every year just to keep up with demand, before 
any further influx of migrants. Government plans are far short of this. 
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more people that do little more than doss there and work in poorly paid jobs, sleeping in 
multiple bunks in one room, or worse. 

Without further ado, this is an example of elite plans to dominate societies everywhere. It 
is a focus upon the wealthy and extreme poverty for the rest. 

The reinstitution of feudalism by stages is a major aspect of the elite plans to introduce a 
new world order. As the separation of the rich 1% from the increasingly poor 99% becomes 
more fixed, it becomes easier for the introduction of a fascist state. 

The separation of Syria 
As an example of the fulfilment of long-hatched elite plans, take for example the current 
proposals by John Kerry and the elite to sub-divide Syria into a series of minor states. This 
is done in the name of peace and for humanitarian reasons (when in fact the prime cause 
of the Syrian conflict is the US).  

Firstly, how would you feel if some foreign politician demanded that England be divided 
into a series of small states based upon religion?57 What right has the US to even consider 
this? 

The separation and subdivision of Syria has been a long term Israeli-Zionist plan for 
decades; indeed over a hundred years. 

Syria is merely a strategy within a greater plan [called the ‘Yinon Plan’]58 for what is called 
‘Greater Israel’, which involves the annexation of Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, half of Iraq, the 
northern part of Saudi Arabia and part of Egypt (the Kingdom of David, ‘from the Brook of 
Egypt [Nile Valley] to the Euphrates’).  

This is a policy held by the Netanyahu government, the Likud Party, the Israeli military 
and Mossad. This policy was advocated early on by Theodore Herzl.59 In 1947 Rabbi 
Fischmann, member of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, testified to the UN Special 
Committee of Enquiry, ‘The Promised Land extends from the river of Egypt up to the Euphrates. 

It includes parts of Syria and Lebanon’. The Zionist dominated US, and hence NATO, 
endorses this plan and it explains American foreign policy in recent decades. 

To achieve this it must first drive the surrounding countries into smaller, weaker states 
(‘Balkanisation’). Iraq was considered the centrepiece of the Yinon Plan and this is why the 
Iraq war was so necessary to elite objectives. Thus a false flag and lies were utilised to drive 
America and Britain into war. Following that, the plan is for Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt 
and Iran to be divided into smaller states. Thus there is currently pressure to sub-divide 
Iraq into a Kurdish State, a Sunni State and a Shiite State. Thus the plan speaks of ‘the 

dissolution of all existing Arab states’. This is why the west is supporting IS as part of a Zionist 
strategy because IS seeks to destroy both Syria and Iraq as nation states. IS is merely the 
Zionist proxy. 

All along the US initiated and dominated civil war in Syria has been the outworking of an 
old Zionist plan. Not surprising since the US is dominated by Zionist interests and senior 
politicians while Congress is committed to supporting Israel whatever the cost. It is even 

                                                   
57 Actually, it is an EU plan to sub-divide Britain into a number of regions to eliminate Britain’s sovereignty 
and historical position. 
58 Oded Yinon, ‘A strategy for Israel in the 1980s’, Assoc. of Arab-American University Graduates Inc. (1982); 
Special Document No 1. 
59 Herzl, ‘Complete Diaries’, Vol 2, p711. 
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difficult to become a US politician unless you are a supporter of Israel, so great is the 
control of US politics by Zionism and has been for a hundred years.  

Leaked emails from Hillary Clinton’s illegal server showed that the destabilisation of Syria 
and the fomenting of civil war (intending to lead to its break-up) was done to please Israel. 
This is common, that America’s foreign policy is done against its own interest, and against 
humanitarian concerns, but for the benefit of Israel. The reason for this is that Zionist Jews 
hold very many of the major positions in government, commerce, banking and the media 
and all these have a prior loyalty to Israel and world Jewry rather than the USA (this is part 
of their Talmudic faith). 

Examples of elite methods 

Again, there are too many methodologies to document them all; for more details see 
‘Depths of Deception’ and ‘The Expression of the Man of Sin’. 

• Stimulation of wars, terrorism and conflicts. 

• Generation of fear in the populace. 

• Chemtrails to control the weather and weaponise it.60 

• Control and manipulation of the financial markets. 

• Control and corruption of the banking system. 

• Using false flag operations to achieve certain ends (e.g. 9/11). 

• Fill the education system with propaganda to brainwash children to be willing 
puppets.61 

• Sexualise children and teens through widely available pornography and sexualised 
education training. 

• Weaken society through the proliferation of junk food, corrupted water supplies, and 
the creation of certain diseases and false cures (e.g. AIDS was created in a laboratory; 
e.g. many vaccines do far more harm than good and are aimed at reducing certain 
demographics and populations). 

• Bombard society with elite propaganda constantly through education, the media, 
entertainment and supposed scientific studies. 

 
Example, wars 
Please see my forthcoming separate paper ‘The progress of world manipulation’ which 
examines the major wars since the time of Louis XVI and which demonstrate the evolution 
of the purposes of the elite one by one. Some wars were to consolidate power of a growing 
empire, such as the USA, some were to generate money for the elite controlled military 
industrial complex, while others were stepping stones to make geo-political changes, such 
as WWI and WWII. All modern wars are manipulated for an elite purpose, which is a part 
of the satanic strategy. 

                                                   
60 Chemtrails are seen as unnatural criss-cross patterns in the sky, which are created by US military aircraft 
spraying chemicals into the atmosphere, such as aluminium oxide and barium, to control the weather. This 
has been going on since 1948, as congressional documents reveal. 
61 It is interesting that observers have noted that young people in the current EU Referendum debate support 
remaining while most older people want to leave. No one explains that this is due to the massive 
brainwashing that kids undergo in schools and colleges. The EU spends many billions of pounds on 
propaganda directed at the young. The poor kids don’t know that they have been brainwashed and you can 
see them rail against crucial, sensible, vote-leave arguments in TV debates, displaying emotion and no 
rational sense. 
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Aspects of elite corruption 

Paedophilia 
I have explained in other papers that paedophilia and child killing is a key component of 
elite actions. Note that the further OT Israel strayed from Yahweh into idolatry, the more 
frequent child sacrifice to Molech became. 

Some secret societies have rituals that involve homosexuality, such as the sodomy in a 
coffin that is a requirement of membership to the Skull and Bones society. A leaked email 
from Colin Powell showed dismay that Tony Blair had balked at this and he advised him to 
get on board. Whistleblowers have testified that the American military is filled with such 
rituals in order to get to the top. However, many senior establishment organisations are 
more rife with child abuse. Since I have explained this elsewhere I will not dwell on it here. 
It is a common facet of giving over to Satan. 

One recent example of policy that leads to child abuse is the recent EU agreement with 
Turkey over migrants. Syrian refugees are being sent from Greece to Turkey to live in 
migrant camps. This seems to be laudable – until you realise that these have been turned 
into centres for raping children, trafficking women as sex slaves and selling human body 
parts.62 One camp identified in this is the Nizip camp in southern Turkey where 30 
children under 12 were raped for months with the acquiescence of the authorities. A more 
wicked abuse of the poor cannot be imagined. This site was recently visited by Angela 
Merkel and praised. Reports have also been received that Turkish border control officers 
have been shooting and abusing refugees, prompting Amnesty International to declare that 
Turkey is not a safe place for asylum seekers, yet it currently has 2.7 million Syrian 
refugees. The EU clearly cares not a jot and the future acceptance of Turkey (a business 
partner of IS) into the EU is still on the cards. 

State-run or state-accepted paedophilia is nothing new and has existed before during 
humanitarian crises, such as in Romania under the auspices of the EU. A woman who 
exposed the EU’s involvement in this was threatened with death.63  

Years after 9,000 charities and institutions poured money into Romania to help orphans 
locked up in squalid conditions after the fall of Communism, hundreds of thousands of 
children still continued to suffer. Millions of pounds of aid vanished or was stolen. Many 
children ended up on the streets and fell victim to child sex rings.64 In fact in the 1990s 
Romania became the paedophile capital of Europe; rich people travelled from the north to 
rape kids.65 The state did little to help the children and even passed laws making the 
situation worse, such as lowering the statute of limitations for child abuse.66 

Romania and Turkey are just two examples of the state abuse of children, which is endemic 
wherever the elite has power, including Britain. There is a conspiracy between secret 
courts, Social Services, the police, government and public authorities to unlawfully take 
happy children from their families and place them into abusive Social Services systems. 
25,000 kids a year are taken into care. Thousands of British kids have reported being 
raped in care homes for years and still nothing is done. Parents have sent documentation 

                                                   
62 Syria Truths, ‘Turkish camps turned into centres for raping children, selling refugee’s body organs’, 24 
May 2016. The journalist exposing this is Yasher Idan, of the Birgun Newspaper in Ankara. 
63 Roelie Post, ‘EU Child Snatching’. 
64 Daily Mail, Nick Davies, ‘Child abuse and corruption in Romania, June 1997. 
65 VICE, Mihai Popescu, ‘Fighting Europe’s paedophiles on foot’, 28 May 2014. 
66 Which meant that if a child was raped aged six but reported it aged 13, the offender was free. 
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to alternative news media reporting official lies, perjury, kidnapping, falsified medical 
evidence, police threats, false psychiatric assessments, threats to parents of prosecution 
and so on. Parents that stood up to the system have been sectioned and placed in mental 
asylums. A similar situation exists in other places such as the US and Australia. 

One elite body that seems to be facilitating this is Common Purpose, a hidden fifth 
monarchy body that is a servant of the EU and the elite but which encompasses most UK 
state departments and uses brainwashing techniques. It is able to service elite objectives 
(including child abuse) as it includes leaders in the education system, the police, the 
judiciary, Social Services, the military, local government and national government. These 
leaders are more loyal to Common Purpose objectives than to Parliament. See other papers 
for more on Common Purpose.67 

The corruption of political leaders 
Surely this needs little comment? Perhaps some examples would be appropriate. 

Hillary Clinton 
Clinton is one of the most vile, corrupt criminals to ever serve in US office. With her 
husband she has been involved in scandal after scandal going back to Whitewater and 
beyond. She has been alleged to be involved in fraud, coercion, drug trafficking, murder, 
child abuse, abuse of office, and the list goes on. Many years ago a Christian documentary 
film company produced a video listing the Clinton scandals and crimes and sent a copy to 
every congressman. This achieved nothing at all. 

In her political career she has been proven to be a multiple and inveterate liar of the first 
order. You can find YouTube compilations of news reports showing how she lies whenever 
it is politically prudent. For example, she first affirmed that she was opposed to Gay 
marriage then later stated that she had always been a supporter of it when the tide 
changed. 

She controlled the rebellion in Libya, which she affirmed she did to help Israel and caused 
the destruction of an entire nation, which went from being prosperous and stable to a 
failed state and a source of Islamic terrorism. She is absolutely guilty for the Benghazi 
affair, which led to the death of the ambassador. This alone should have led to her 
impeachment.68 

Most recently she has been guilty of dereliction of duty, corruption and treason in the 
establishment of a private computer server in her bathroom which was unprotected and 
had thousands of state department emails on it. This was hacked by multiple governments 
and an individual hacker named Guccifer. This alone is treason since top secret documents 
were held in this private server and she is currently under investigation by the FBI and 
could go to jail for this alone. Whether she does or not, she is unfit for any public office and 
an American judge has openly stated this. 

Worse, the reason for this private server was that Clinton was selling State Department 
favours for ‘donations’ of millions of dollars to The Clinton Foundation. British politicians 
were sacked for one-off selling of lobby influence for a few grand; Clinton was involved in 
millions of dollars of favours. 

                                                   
67 Such as Depths of Deception and links there. 
68 In the US this word means the prosecution of a person for political misconduct. It has a wider meaning in 
English. 
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This is a most corrupt and wicked woman who should never be in any public office 
according to a judge. Yet the mainstream media are full of vilification for Trump and say 
nothing about Clinton’s crimes, even though they are a major news story of deep public 
relevance. 

Vocal supporters of Clinton also need to be examined. One is George Clooney, whose suave 
looks and charm make him an effective ambassador. Yet Clooney is a member of the CFR 
and not to be trusted. He is fabulously rich with multiple foreign mansions, which seem far 
more than his acting wages could afford. Furthermore, would you trust a man so vain and 
greedy as to sell offers for a meal with him for $147,000? 

David Cameron 
I could have chosen almost any party leader,69 such as Tony Blair; but I have exposed him 
in multiple papers for many years. Cameron is the one in the public eye today and he needs 
to be exposed for the corrupt, selfish manoeuvrer that he is. 

Cameron is another inveterate liar who says whatever is necessary at the time for political 
expediency. For example, he had always been known as supporting leaving the EU and 
indeed, his selection by his constituency as MP depended upon this. For years he 
supported Brexit until the elite needed him to lead to remain campaign. Now he affirms 
that he is an ardent believer in the EU. This is just one example, of very many, how 
Cameron just says whatever is necessary at the time. I have outlined a number of his 
specific lies in other papers. 

Despite propounding the doctrine of ‘we are all this [economic mess] together’ Cameron is 
loaded. He came from a wealthy family and his wife is even wealthier. The idea that he 
suffers like poor people is hilarious. His father was recently exposed in leaked documents 
of massive tax-evasion, which Cameron benefited from, and which he initially tried to 
cover up by lying. Previously he had condemned Jimmy Carr for pursuing minor legal tax 
loopholes. 

Cameron viciously castigated Sadiq Khan during the London mayoral election campaign, 
affirming that he was a friend of radical jihadists. Immediately after Khan was elected 
Cameron typically changed suit and praised him while sharing a platform in an EU 
referendum rally. 

While Cameron was repeatedly promising ‘no top-down NHS reforms’ in the run up to the 
2010 election, he knew that Andrew Lansley had been working on the draft of the Health 
and Social Care Act for seven years which was the biggest top-down reform in NHS history 
and was enacted shortly after the Tories won which had the specific purpose of initiating 
the destruction and privatisation of the NHS. 

Recently Cameron was caught affirming that Nigeria was extremely corrupt; typically, after 
being condemned by the Nigerian government, he afterwards praised Nigeria. However, 
the allegations of UK corruption on his watch include: 

• Overseas bribery by UK companies. 

• The laundering of corrupt assets through the City. 

• The lax regulation and lack of transparency in British-controlled tax havens. 

• Dropping significant proposals to put personal responsibility on bankers for money-
laundering failings. 

                                                   
69 Perhaps Jeremy Corbin and Tim Farron could be excused thus far. 
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• A series of petty political scandals regarding lobbying and party funding. 

• Breaking the law on the central Tory Party office funding local election campaigns. 

• No banker was jailed for the 2008 financial crisis, which brought the country to its 
knees, or for the corruption that was discovered afterwards. 

• Failure to jail Sir Fred Goodwin (ex RBS boss), a culprit in the 2008 financial crisis. 

• Allowing HBOS to get away with £50 billion losses. 

• Allowing Bob Diamond to avoid jail after his role in fixing the LIBOR rates, which was 
one of the biggest scandals in UK corporate history causing huge and widespread 
damage. 

• 71 Coalition MPs were found to gain from privatising the NHS (most of them Tories) 
because they had links to, or were board members of, private health care companies 
that gained NHS contracts. Under Cameron the selling off of parts of the NHS has 
taken off like a rocket. 

• Cameron has significant links with Rupert Murdoch and ex-Murdoch employees that 
have been accused of corruption. 

 
The corruption and favours regarding the funding of the Tory Party is immense. 

• The Tory Party has very close links with the hedge fund industry. Half of the wealthiest 
fund managers in the UK have given money to the Tories. Of 59 top asset managers, 
including people in the ‘Rich List’, 27 had given a total of £19 million to the Tories 
before the 2010 election. After the 2010 election a further £10 million was donated. 
Accusations followed that Cameron built tax policy in the interests of the banking 
sector, which his government certainly did. In 2011 the Bureau of Investigative 
Journalism reported that the financial industry accounted for half of all the Tory’s 
donations in 2010.70 Osborne cancelled the contract of the tough-talking head of the 
financial watchdog, Martin Wheatley, who had angered the banking industry with a 
string of record fines. Osborne then enacted a series of budgets that helped the rich and 
made cuts to the poor. 

• Cameron accepted a £50,000 donation from a senior banker accused of misconduct 
and being ‘grossly incompetent’ by the party’s own chairman of the Parliamentary 
Commission on Banking Standards. Wilmot-Sitwell was co-head of UBS Investment 
Bank whose traders were deeply involved in LIBOR rate fixing which led to a £1.01 bn 
fine. 

• Bankers were discovered to have miss-sold banking products, fixing key interest rates, 
fixing currency prices and even laundering money for drug barons who murdered 
thousands of people, such as in Mexico. Cameron did little since many were his friends. 

• Cameron received donations from rich Russians. Foreign donations are banned under 
UK law but he accepted £1.2 million. 

• Michael Ashcroft bankrolled the Tories into success. After 2010 Ashcroft was made a 
peer in the House of Lords. Ashcroft promised to resolve his tax status before becoming 
Lord Ashcroft, but he failed to do so and Cameron did nothing. 

• Individuals and companies that donated to the Tory Party were awarded huge 
contracts, such as in the NHS. Some donators received contracts worth a thousand 
times the money that they donated. For example, Circle Health was given £1.36 billion 
in contracts after investors gave £1.5 million to the Tories. Care UK gave £21,000 to 

                                                   
70 In contrast 75% of Labour’s donations come from trade unions, which the Tories are trying to stop. After 
2010 he proposed new laws to criminalise picketing, permit employers to hire private strike-breaking 
agencies and choke the flow of funds to the Labour Party – the biggest crackdown in the unions in 30 years. 
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Andrew Lansley and won £102.6 million in contracts; its chairman (John Nash) was 
made a lord in return for a donation of £247,250. 

• Plans to stop re-hiring executives (e.g. NHS executives) that had already received huge 
payoffs only appeared after they had been re-hired. Some were re-hired in the months 
after the Queen’s Speech included plans to stop this practice. 

• In Transparency International’s Global Corruption Barometer 2013, 90% of responders 
believed that the UK government is run by a few big entities acting in their own 
interest. They said, ‘In some areas of UK society and institutions, corruption is a much greater 
problem than recognised and there is an inadequate response to its growing threat. Corruption 
is often met with complacency, and key institutions are refusing to confront the problem. Of 

particular concern are prisons, political parties and Parliament’. 
 
Without a doubt Cameron is typical of modern political leaders. The chief qualification is 
to be able to keep a straight face and look smooth, speaking whatever people need to hear 
at the time. They need to be corrupt and willing to sell their soul to the elite command 
structure and they are usually greedy for money and power. This greed facilitates their 
choice as leader. Cameron has been ambitious to be Prime Minister since he was a 
teenager at Eton where he was called, ‘Prime Minister’. 

Money and power 

The progress of history can be reduced to the grasp for money and power; historians 
understand this; however, behind that grasp is the work of the devil. Those world leaders 
that centre upon gaining more and more power and not just pleasing themselves but they 
are (knowingly or not) following the prior machinations of Satan. All the developments for 
money and power in this world are merely the cogs in the wheel of the devil’s purposes. 

You must understand this and not be misled. All the various plans of the elite, whether it is 
national politics, the control of the media or pushing unnecessary drugs, are merely parts 
of the plan Satan has for slowly gaining a world empire in his image. He wants to destroy 
the image of God in man and remake it into the image of himself, full of selfishness and 
iniquity. 

Thus if you support one of these plans you will be tarred with siding with the enemy of 
God, and no Christian wants this, surely? 

I will give you a simple example. It is now common to denigrate Tony Blair and most 
understand his slimy, self-centred willingness to follow the elite line. However, years ago 
that was not the case. When I warned believers about the dangers of this man and how he 
was using multiple lies to achieve wicked ends, let alone take us into an illegal war that had 
nothing to do with us, I was castigated, time and again. 

I argued with so many very foolish ‘Christians’ who were simply attracted by his winsome 
smile and who trusted him with no merit. I even had ‘Christians’ tell me that Blair was a 
Christian (despite his lies, support of the pope, and submitting to pagan rites with his wife) 
and affirm that I was sinning by questioning his plans. Long-standing friends were so 
captivated by his spin that they became ardent supporters of the Iraq War, despite me 
giving them multiple facts demonstrating how wicked this war was. Even as hundreds of 
thousands of Iraqi civilians died by our guns they were still supporting Blair and the war. 
In one case I had to admonish a former colleague who wrote a book supporting the war 
that was filled with errors. 
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These folk have all been proved wrong but I have had no apologies. Indeed, I lost some 
friends along the way. Such ‘Christians’ supported a devilish policy that was centred in the 
human pawn Tony Blair, and damaged their faith by doing so. Indeed, I now believe that 
some of these supposed believers have, through this, proved that they were not believers at 
all, despite decades of affirming a faith. 

This is an example of the danger of supporting a politician as a result of a failure to 
investigate the truth of a matter, or even the background of the politicians. Even voting for 
Blair, in my view, was a sin; thus I wrote a paper urging Christians not to vote for him. 

Rich elite leaders, whether in politics, industry, banking, pharmaceuticals or whatever, are 
pawns of the devil, whether knowingly or not, and are advancing his strategies. Exposing 
the plans of the elite is part of a real spiritual warfare that is undertaken by people with 
their eyes open. 

Wherever you see money and power you are likely to see people engaged, knowingly or 
ignorantly, in furthering the plans of the enemy. Money and power are at the root of the 
devil’s methods to get men to serve him. 

In the past it was common to find rich entrepreneurs committed to the cause of Christ and 
who gave huge sums of their fortune to missionary activities and charities. These people 
did not focus on their wealth but on Christ and gave much away. CT Studd gave all his 
fortune away before he became a missionary. 

Sadly this is now rare. I see few or none rich people giving huge amounts of money to 
Christian causes. It is not impossible for a rich person to be a Christian, but it is rare and 
difficult.71 As the world has become more self-centred and hedonistic, most rich and 
powerful people serve the devil and not Christ.72 

The purpose of this paper 

As you can see, each aspect of this paper so far, has been covered in more detail in previous 
papers; this is a mere summary, with some additional information. My purpose, however, 
here is to make the following points. 

The centuries old plans of Satan 
I showed you how the Bible explains the age-old war between Satan and God, which is 
being worked out upon the earth. Satan wants full control of the world and he can only do 
that by having a world empire led by men under his complete control. Time after time he 
tried to achieve this but was restricted by God. At the end, however, God loosens this 
restraint and Satan is allowed to bring about a global, totalitarian government which places 
him, de facto, in control. The world has become the fulness of sin and is then ready for 
harvesting into judgment. 

Christians are often distracted, and thus ineffective 
Many Christians who have written about spiritual warfare have completely missed the 
point and have led the Lord’s people up a wrong alley, distracting them from focusing upon 
the real warfare. 

                                                   
71 Matt 19:23-24, ‘Then Jesus said to His disciples, "Assuredly, I say to you that it is hard for a rich man to 
enter the kingdom of heaven. And again I say to you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle 
than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God"’. 
72 By ‘rich’ I do not mean affluent middle class people but the super-wealthy top 1% of society. 
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It is true that our warfare is not against flesh and blood, we do not fight with people, 
however, what passes for spiritual warfare today is a joke. 

Believers, and especially Charismatics, are fooled into following the teaching of certain 
men about spiritual warfare, into imagining all sorts of occult nonsense about fighting 
demons, as if they knew what they were doing. We then have men committing massive 
evils, such as treating believers with violence and abuse to rid them of demons to solve 
their psychological problems. This is actually committing the sin of fighting flesh and 
blood and not demons. 

Then we have all sorts of nonsense and idolatry of men and churches taking on supposed 
demonic control of areas, regions, towns and countries and wasting believer’s time in all 
sorts of antics.73 I won’t waste time discussing these here as I have covered this several 
times before. 

Throughout history the devil has frequently tempted zealous people to think that he is over 
there when in fact he is over here. Churches have constantly focused upon the wrong thing 
and wasted believers’ time and energies. I believe that many of these spiritual warfare 
distractions are not just leaders with heretical beliefs but are strategies planned and 
supported by the elite to damage Christians.74 

What Christians should be doing in spiritual warfare 
Primarily, believers should be wise and discerning about what is going on, understand the 
times, and then pray and intercede as God directs. The main activity in spiritual warfare is 
the exercise of faith applied in focused prayer. 

A Biblical example 
In the reign of Ahab the centre of opposition to the plans of the devil to destroy God’s 
witness in Israel was focused in the person of Elijah. There were various elements in the 
devil’s plan: oppressing the poor in the land, introducing idolatry and foreign gods, 
eradicating the priests of Yahweh, establishing an occult priesthood, removing the law of 
God from being at the centre of God’s people, polluting the temple services, shutting the 
ears of the people to God’s prophets, and so on. The spiritual plans of the enemy were 
based in actual practical events led by the king (the elite of the time). 

The warfare was not some mysterious, superspiritual, mystical load of nonsense, but was 
centred in practical events that destroyed God’s work in society and religion. Elijah did not 
establish local prayer groups to pray against evil spirits in Jerusalem or Jezreel,75 the 
problem was with idolatry and corruption. 

Elijah focused his intercession on the protection of God’s people, many of whom had been 
killed; the destruction of evil forces in the monarchy, and the establishment of God’s law. 
In these Old Covenant times this also included the uses of the military in overthrowing the 
corrupt government after the death of Ahab in battle, and physically attacking the priests 
of Baal on Mt Carmel. Such actions are not allowed to us today under the New Covenant. 
                                                   
73 The false doctrines of ‘Territorial Spirits’, ‘Strategic Level Spiritual warfare’ leading to ‘spiritual mapping’ 
(of supposed local demons), leading to specialised church groups interceding in ‘warfare’, plus daft actions of 
occult nonsense (e.g. blowing a ram’s horn trumpet to rid an area of demons or corporate shouting and 
corporate marching round the room). 
74 I show in ‘Depths of Deception’ that many people in the Dispensational and Charismatic movements have 
been sponsored by Zionist elite bankers. 
75 Jezreel: a town of Issachar, in the fertile valley of Jezreel, where the kings of Israel often resided (1 Kg 
18:45, 21:1; 2 Kg 9:30). Elijah met Ahab here, and where Jehu executed the house of Ahab (2 Kg 9:14-37, 
10:1-11). It was also the name of a town in Judah (Jos 15:56). 
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Elijah’s intercession was powerful and included the bringing of a drought followed later by 
the bringing of rain. The power of spiritual warfare was centred in prayer to change local 
events. The overthrow of Satan’s plans required prayer to change human activities and 
strategies. This is an example to us and one that the apostle James draws attention to (Jm 
5:17-18). 

A Biblical command 
In 1 Timothy Paul is giving instructions to his disciple for the churches. He urges Timothy 
to, ‘wage the good warfare’ (1 Tim 1:18). In applying this he first warns about the dangers of 

blasphemy and then goes on to command prayer for the people in control of society: 
Therefore I exhort first of all that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks be 
made for all men, for kings and all who are in authority, that we may lead a quiet and peaceable 
life in all godliness and reverence. 1 Tim 2:1-2 

Note the ‘therefore’; in waging the good warfare we first need to pray for the leadership of 
society; that is going to be where the satanic plans are going to exist. 

Now the ideal that Paul seeks is a good king who is following God’s order in protecting the 
people from bad men – punishing criminals and lauding the good. By establishing peace in 
society the Gospel is more able to travel freely via evangelists. The ideal is a peaceful 
society filled with godliness and reverence. In history some kings followed this, such as 
Alfred the Great (which is why he was ‘great’). 

However, in a time of bad rulers we must pray against their evil machinations to harm the 
Gospel of God. We can pray for the conversion of individuals, but we must pray against bad 
works. Anything that works against peace or damages the proclamation of the Gospel in 
society must be prayed against. 

I find it absolutely incredible that I have met Christians who used these verses to pray for 
the benefit of evil rulers that led Britain into an illegal war and overturning God’s law. They 
thanked God for such evil men and castigated me for opposing them. This is how stupid 
and dull Christians have become. 

The thanking of God for rulers is that ‘we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and 
reverence’, not for doing the opposite. This is not an automatic support for the policies of 

those rulers. The Roman Empire of Paul’s day had enormous faults and was guilty of great 
cruelty; indeed it became the main persecutor of Christians in history. However, Paul could 
thank God for the establishment of the Pax Romana, the provision of beneficial travel 
communications, security from external warfaring tribes, and the establishment of good 
order in society under laws. The Romans brought a far greater social stability than had 
been present under corrupt Jewish leaders around the time of Pompey. Praying for leaders 
is not endorsement of their policies; we never see Paul praying for an individual emperor’s 
blessing. 

So, waging spiritual warfare, in this instance, requires prayers and intercessions regarding 
national leadership, but done with wisdom and discernment. 

What do we do now? 

Sources 
The matter of first practical importance for the believer in this warfare is getting true and 
accurate information. This needs effort because the spin in all the establishment news 
media is packed with lies and misdirection.  
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It is hard for some to accept how bad this is. For example, it is common for the mainstream 
news to say that country ‘x’ has bombed Aleppo (or some other place) when in fact it was 
county ‘y’.76 It will say that rogue Shiite nations are funding Syrian terrorists when it is our 
allies and us.77 The scale of lying is unbelievable. Whole wars have been started as a result 
of a lie spoken by the US president and then widely reported in the mainstream media (e.g. 
the Gulf of Tonkin incident). In fact, almost all wars in the last century were based upon 
lies and false flags. 

So, you need to dig around to get trustworthy information from people with no vested 
interest other than the truth. Only time can prove if sources are true or not and you must 
make your own decisions.78 

If Satan is furthering his plans through the elite and if he fully controls the mainstream 
media through the elite (which he does) then why submit to the devil’s propaganda. Is this 
not sin? 

One also ought to read books (if you have the time) on key issues or read the articles and 
blogs of trusted commentators in more detail. I have given sources for a number of vital 
books on matters concerning the elite and the devil’s end-time plans in various papers. 
Reading a good book on a certain issue will often lead to other good source material in 
bibliographies and recommendations. 

Discuss 
It is so easy for an individual to go off on a tangent unless he has a high degree of personal 
discipline, trained by God. Thus it is safe for individuals to gather their information on a 
certain matter and then discuss it with trusted brethren to iron out any misleading facets 
or false information. Wisdom is gained from the discussion of several brethren. 

Take any necessary action 
Certain topics demand that you take action for your own benefit. For example, if you live in 
a fluoridated area then drink good bottled water or get a special filter. Once you’ve learned 
about GM foods you will want to avoid any like the plague. Once you’ve learned about the 
truth regarding the flu vaccine you will want to reject them. When you learn that your bank 
sponsors terrorists you will want to change your account. Once you understand about the 
coming global economic collapse you will want to buy some gold / silver as a precaution – 
you cannot lose anything while the prices are at record lows (though now increasing as the 
collapse nears). We could go on and on. All this is just a matter of responsibility. 

Help the vulnerable 
As the elite precipitate crisis after crisis that terribly affects the most vulnerable in society, 
you will want to help the poor as best as you can, which is a command from God anyway. 

                                                   
76 Recently US A-10 Tankbuster aircraft bombed Aleppo and destroyed a hospital but US spokesmen stated 
that Russian aircraft had done this. Russia Today then broadcast a Russian general showing all the scientific 
data (radar, satellite images, air surveillance etc.) proving beyond doubt that it was US aircraft. The BBC and 
other western outlets never reported this but repeated the American lies. 
77 The US and the UK gave arms, money and equipment to IS for years. NATO allies were fully complicit in 
aiding IS while Turkey was in partnership with IS to sell stolen Syrian oil. 
78 However, as a start I will offer some sources that I use that I have proved to be true thus far. Secular 
sources include: We Are Change (Luke Rudkowski), The Corbett Report (James Corbett), USA Watchdog 
(Greg Hunter), Boiling Frogs Post (Sibel Edmonds), The Keiser Report (Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert). 
Religious sources are much more suspect and few are evangelical. 
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For example, it has recently been disclosed that, after years of the death rate falling, 
recently there has been a massive upsurge in unnecessary deaths. This can only be 
explained by the severe cuts and austerity measures that are actually killing people.  

There is already good data, from academic sources, explaining that the rise in suicides is 
directly attributable to austerity measures, sanctions and work capability assessments. 
When 94-years old sick people are suddenly refused their home care, meals on wheels and 
support systems due to council cuts, is it any wonder that they die? 

It is the weak, sick, poor and vulnerable that are being killed by government policies. 
Shame on them. They will answer to God. As for you – do good to all. 

Pray 
This is the most important thing to come out of all this. You are called to pray with 
wisdom, understanding the times. In general the church has completely failed in its 
mission to be a witness to the truth and stand as a beacon for God in society. You cannot 
trust the modern church to do right in this. You must stand as a watchman on the wall and 
pray. 

You may not turn the tide, since God has allotted the devil a time for his plans to succeed, 
but you can affect your area and your neighbours. You can turn evil into good. You can talk 
to people and explain what is going and then pray for the opportunity to witness to them 
with power. You can manifest the peace of God in the face of awful circumstances. But first 
you must pray. 

You need to pray for understanding what to do in your own circumstances. You need to 
pray for wisdom to assess the truth about what is going on. When you have done this you 
need to pray as God directs to confront the enemy and seek a spiritual testimony to God in 
the face of wickedness. 

Jesus expects us to shine like stars in this world (Eph 5:8; Phil 2:15) and to be beacons of 
light on the earth (Matt 5:14-16). Jesus expects us to be the salt of the earth (Matt 5:13); 
the whole world may be full of corruption but we must stand out from the crowd being full 
of life. 

The sons of God must not be captured like the people in the world and simply fall in line 
with the demands of the elite, which are the demands of the devil. Christians must be 
different and stand upon truth. The world may be full of corruption but we must be salt 
and light. 

Conclusion 

The world lies in the hands of the evil one79 and the means he uses to goad people into 
following his wicked plans are often based upon money, greed and power. Thus money, 
greed and a seeking of power has been at the heart of world developments throughout 
history. Every rampaging empire that burst upon the scene was based upon the desire for 
the expansion of power and gaining wealth. Every rebellion against a totalitarian regime 
also degenerated into a new regime that was based upon individuals gaining wealth and 
the dereliction of authority.80 

                                                   
79 1 Jn 5:19 ‘The whole world lies under the sway of the wicked one’. 
80 With the exception of the American Colonies revolt, at least at the time, (which was based upon sovereign 
rights and taxation) and the English Civil War (which was based on religious principles and freedom from 
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The world around you is full of lies. Everybody is lying to you. Products that are labelled 
healthy are actually bad for you;81 drinking water is fluoridated in some areas and just 
contaminated in others; drugs are prescribed that actually do far more harm than doing 
nothing;82 the media is filled with lies and misrepresentation; education systems are 
brainwashing children towards evil;83 we could go on and on. Worst of all, your politicians 
are lying to you over and over again, in general and in detail; honest politicians are few and 
far between. A Tory MP even admitted, ‘we are all totally corrupt’.84 Of the current 
parliamentary bunch I would only slightly trust Jacob Rees-Mogg on the Right and Dennis 
Skinner on the Left. Sadly even ‘Christian’ politicians that I used to respect have proved 
themselves to be untrustworthy or hopelessly brainwashed.85 

Educate yourself to what is really going on. Don’t trust mainstream media but investigate 
issues. Find alternative spokesmen that you can trust better. Having done all that, pray 
how you should respond and act. Finally, centre on doing as much good as you can do to 
local people to glorify Christ.  

Do not be the devil’s pawn through ignorance. 

 

Scripture quotations are from The New King James Version 
© Thomas Nelson 1982 

 

                                                                                                                                                                         
oppression). However, it can be argued that, in time, both these examples also degenerated into the abuse of 
power. 
81 For example the products that claim to be fat free and thus healthy are much more dangerous because they 
are filled with sugar and high fructose corn syrup instead, plus lots of salt. 
82 Statins are the great example here. They do no good at all to 99.9% of people but do immense damage to 
multiple body systems and even contribute to heart disease while claiming to combat it. 
83 Such as by sex education from the age of four, where pornography, masturbation, homosexuality etc are 
promoted as normal behaviour from a young age. 
84 Tory MP Brian Binley, Metro News Report, 7 November 2013. 
85 How certain supposedly evangelical MPs can remain in the Lib Dem Party amazes me when it stands for 
Gay marriage, penalties for people opposed to Gay laws, support for draconian Tory policies while in the 
Coalition, and increasing involvement in the EU (including the Euro). 
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